Glance behavior as design indices of in-vehicle visual support system: A study using crane simulators.
A prediction model is used to predict subjective responses of crane operators with respect to different designs of In-Vehicle Visual Support (IVVS). Selected gaze metrics are used as objective metrics to minimize prejudice, which is commonly caused by subjective measures. Experiments are carried out using crane simulator to measure glance behavior of novice operators and the 3D perspective projection method is used for autonomous mapping of gaze fixations to dynamic Area-of-Interests (AOIs). Subjective responses, such as operators' emotion and usability of IVVS, are evaluated using the Likert scale of the Semantic Differential method. Correlation between gaze metrics and subjective responses is established using multiple linear regression. Glance behavior exhibits a statistically significant difference when information on IVVS is perceived as useful to ease operation and reduce tension. Despite this, there are no significant signs of distraction. Glance behavior is found to be a reliable sub-conscious indicator of subjective response and distraction. More importantly, the proposed gaze metrics are found to be a good representation of glance behavior, such as randomness and distribution of attention. The methods and findings are useful to evaluate impact of IVVS, which is becoming more common in many other applications.